Brown Daytime Shuttle
Operates from 7:30 AM to 7:00 PM DST Monday-Friday
and from 8:00 AM to 6:00 PM EST.

Shuttle Stops
Stop #  Stop Name
1  John Hay Library
   (corner of Prospect and College)
   Text ID: Brown 001
2  Dyer & Pine
   (next to 40 Westminster)
   Text ID: Brown 002
3  Medical School (rear)
   (Eddy Street)
   Text ID: Brown 003
4  Eddy/Davol Sq.
   (Eddy between South & Point)
   Text ID: Brown 004
5  RI Hospital
   Text ID: Brown 005
6  Coro Center (on South St)
   Text ID: Brown 006
7  222 Richmond (front of
   Medical School)
   Text ID: Brown 007
8  110/121 South Main
   (Front of 110 So. Main)
   Text ID: Brown 008
9  Rockefeller Library
   Text ID: Brown 009
10 Alumni House/Main Green
    (corner of George and Brown)
    Text ID: Brown 010
11 Power Street Garage/Visitor Lot
    (on Power St.)
    Text ID: Brown 011
12 CIT / Brook Street
    (Brook and Waterman)
    Text ID: Brown 012
13 BOB (on Angell St)
    Text ID: Brown 013
14 Hillel Building
    (Angell and Brown)
    Text ID: Brown 014

Contact Information
General shuttle information for
questions and complaints
tel: 863-2322, e-mail: Transportation@brown.edu,
or Website: www.brown.edu/transportation

Transportation Office
(401) 863-3157

Brown Emergency
3-4111 (internal phone) or (401) 863-4111

Find out when the shuttle is coming!
Dial: 41411  Message: Text ID (see stop # above) ex. Brown 002
Response within seconds tells you when the next shuttles will arrive
Brown/RISD ID required upon boarding. Guests are not permitted on the shuttles.

Live tracking option and app for ios and android at www.brownshuttle.com